Fluids of molecules or particles interacting through dipole forces describe polar liquids and colloidal suspensions such as ferroQuids and electrorheological fluids. Phase diagrams for systems with strong dipolar coupling are not precisely known. Possible liquid state phase transitions include phase separation and spontaneous polarization. We present a set of generic phase diagrams for the Huid [10, 18] . No theory to date has examined the interplay of these two possibilities. The story is similar for dipolar soft spheres [13, 19] and for variants of the Stockmayer Huid [11, 20] Fig. 1 ) we find that the most remote regions of the system combine to form the nonzero mean field.
Dipolar forces inHuence a wide spectrum of Huids, &om Huids of polar molecules [1] , where the dipolar interaction is electrostatic, to ferrofiuids [2] , where it is magnetostatic. The strength of dipolar coupling also differs widely in difFerent Huids. In many dipolar Huids, three dominant interactions determine the thermodynamics: short-ranged repulsion, long-ranged dipole-dipole interaction, and the dispersive van der Waals attraction [3] . When the dipolar coupling is weak, it is treated only as a perturbation to the dispersive attraction [4 -7] , in the form of its orientational average, with a van der Waalslike 1/rs attraction as its leading term. But strongly coupled dipolar Huids such as ferroQuids exhibit unusual phenomena from particle chaining [4, 9 -11] to field induced phase separation [12, 13] . Most exciting is the possibility of Huids with ferromagnetic order [14 -16] , which have never been observed experimentally.
Phase diagrams for dipolar fluids remain only partially understood.
The widely studied dipolar hard sphere model may display phase separation as suggested by its solution via the mean spherical approximation [5, 17] .
More likely it displays a magnetized liquid state as suggested by recent computer simulations [10, 18] . No theory to date has examined the interplay of these two possibilities. The story is similar for dipolar soft spheres [13, 19] and for variants of the Stockmayer Huid [11, 20] Fig. 2(a) ], we find phase coexistence between a dilute isotropic gas and a dense isotropic liquid, as predicted by the magnetization-independent van der Waals part in our free energy. Several authors [5 -7,20 -22] studied this phase coexistence caused by the effective 1/rs attraction of the orientationally averaged dipolar interaction. In addition, a continuous magnetic phase transition extends &om high temperatures and densities and intersects the phase coexistence boundary.
Below this critical end point a dilute isotropic gas and a dense magnetic liquid coexist.
When T is very low [ Fig. 2(c) ], we Bnd a continuous magnetic phase transition at high temperatures and densities crossing over to a first order transition with an associated phase coexistence region. This crossover marks a tricritical point. Phase diagrams of this type arise &om mean Beld theories [15, 16] of ferrofiuids which neglect attractive forces other than the mean field interaction (i.e., they set To = 0). Our result shows that even with an isotropic attraction added to mean field attraction, phase coexistence between two isotropic Quids is preempted by the magnetic Quid phase as long as the isotropic attraction is suHiciently weak, in agreement with Sano and Doi [16] .
For intermediate values of To [ Fig. 2(b Fig. 2(a) ), the critical point originates from the isotropic gas-liquid critical point at zero field. When T, is very low [ Fig. 2(c) 
